
242 Auckland Street, Gladstone Central

BIG SHED!! DUAL LIVING!!

BIG SHED and  DUAL LIVING!!

Tucked away behind its white picket fence lies this spacious inner city

Queenslander on a fantastic flat block. An electric gate has been installed as

part of the fence to allow seamless entry to the driveway which runs along

the length of the house to the back yard and 9 x 7.5m lock up shed.

The home features traditional tongue and groove walls, polished timber

floors, high ceilings and has also been lifted and built in underneath

maximizing your living space. Two bedrooms with fans and built-in

cupboards as well as a sleep out are offered upstairs, along with the kitchen,

air conditioned living area and fantastic back deck. Air conditioning is also

installed downstairs where you will find two bedrooms, rumous room,

bathroom, kitchenette with separate toilet. Perfect  for guests or a teenagers

retreat or extended family.

Entertaining is a breeze with the well appointed kitchen adjacent to the

expansive undercover timber deck at the back of the home overlooking the

fully fenced yard. Perfect for any time of the year.

This property is close to the CBD  with bus stops very close by.

Call the Agency today to organise an inspection.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and

rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price $350 per week

Property Type rental

Property ID 723

Agent Details

Gladstone Real Estate - 07 4976 9611

Office Details

Gladstone

1/25 Tank Street, Gladstone, QLD

4680 Gladstone Central QLD 4680

Australia 

07 4976 9611
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